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Homeowners Get Popular New Kitchen Styles on a Modest Budget with
Advice from FaceYourKitchen.com

Kitchens serve as the main entertaining space for many households. Homeowners who want to
give their kitchen a facelift while saving money, can rely on FaceYourKitchen.com for advice on
cabinet refacing options.

Foster City, Calif. (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- FaceYourKitchen.com, a website dedicated to kitchen
remodeling and cabinet refacing, highlights several cabinet style options and materials that complement new
and popular kitchen styles in a new article released today. Cabinet refacing can make a kitchen look nearly new
while avoiding demolition and keeping the existing cabinets and kitchen layout. Also, it is often much cheaper
than installing new cabinets, sometimes as much as 60 percent less expensive.

Homeowners looking to add style to their kitchen have several popular cabinets to choose from. In “Five
Cabinet Styles for YourKitchen Refacing,” FaceYourKitchen.com recommends some of the most popular
cabinet door options by kitchen style, including options for homeowners looking for a craftsman aesthetic, a
minimalist yet sleek look, or a classic country design, among others.

“There are many choices to make when it comes to redesigning a kitchen,” said Patricia Davis Brown, award
winning designer and FaceYourKitchen.comcontributor. “Youhave to know your options ahead of time, before
meeting with a designer or contractor. FaceYourKitchen.com is dedicated to educating consumers so they can
make informed decisions and get the kitchen they’ll love.”

The article also discusses three of the most popular wood materials used for cabinet doors, like maple, oak and
cherry. Homeowners will learn more about how each wood looks, the benefits and comparative costs of each,
and suggestions on which kitchen styles they’re best suited for.

“When it does come time to reface the kitchen, the number one thing to be aware of is the number of style
options,” said Brown. “Having an idea of the style and material you're interested in before starting your project
is key. FaceYourKitchen.com is a great resource that will help any homeowner redesign their kitchen.”

For more information about home design, kitchen styles, cabinet refacing and upgrades, follow
@FaceYourKitchen on Twitter or like us on Facebook.

About FaceYourKitchen.com
FaceYourKitchen.com is the ultimate homeowner’s guide to quick and easy kitchen remodeling. Since 2000,
FaceYourKitchen has provided homeowners with helpful tips, styles and trends, informative articles, and cost
information on cabinet refacing. FaceYourKitchen.com is owned and operated by QuinStreet, Inc. (NASDAQ:
QNST), one of the largest Internet marketing and media companies in the world. QuinStreet is committed to
providing consumers and businesses with the information they need to research, find and select the products,
services and brands that meet their needs. The company is a leader in visitor-friendly marketing practices. For
more information, please visit QuinStreet.com.
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Contact Information
Brita Muller
QuinStreet, Inc.
http://www.quinstreet.com
775.321.3619

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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